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The course is conceived to train specialists and help them acquire knowledge to meet today’s requirements for new jobs in the forest sector. The program focuses on two key topic areas: sustainable management of forest resources and innovation-enabling conditions in the value chain of forest-related goods and services; design and management of urban green infrastructures to contribute to the environmental quality of urban areas.

The MSc offers three curricula which are completely taught in English. They are designed according to a common training framework, though oriented towards several professional careers:

- Curriculum **Forests and Environment** is the educational path for forestry professionals; all the courses are held in Viterbo.

- Curriculum **Mediterranean Forestry and Natural Resources Management (MEDfOR)**, designed in cooperation with other EU Universities, leads to multiple degrees; the students which completed the 1st year exams at the Universities of Lisbon (PT) or Lleida (ES), may be enrolled for the 2nd year courses and thesis in Viterbo.

- Curriculum **Management and design of Urban Green Infrastructures (UGI)**, designed in cooperation with Peoples' Friendship University of Russia (PFUR), will lead to a double degree; 1st year courses are held in Viterbo, 2nd year courses are held in Moscow.
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